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To my Husband, 
 

Who works tirelessly to provide for all I also love best 
May God Bless This Merry Gentleman 

& 
 To our precious Daughter 

  



 
 
SYNOPSIS  
 
Following the introduction, which takes place immediately at the conclusion of Charles 
Dickens’ A Christmas Carol, the curtain rises to reveal a cold, decrepit, mid 19th century 
bedroom chamber that doubles as a workspace for its lone inhabitant, Jacob Marley. 
Permanently pre-dawn and eerily lit, time in this place appears to be at a stunted 
standstill. This scene occurs from within A Christmas Carol, immediately following the 
Christmas Eve visitations of the 3 ghosts with Ebenezer Scrooge. This is Jacob Marley’s 
“rest of the story”…. 
 
 
Jacob Marley was, is, in fact, all 3 ghosts, given a redemptive assignment, to present an 
opportunity for living salvation to his friend, Ebenezer Scrooge. Jacob, deeply regretful 
in his afterlife, has eagerly undertaken this role, despite his mournful state. He has just 
carried out this colossal endeavor in costume and character, with the magical, 
otherworldly powers he now possesses. All three spirits’ costumes will be revealed to 
help illustrate this. Jacob’s additional agony is due to his not knowing (ever, so he 
believes) if what he did with and for Scrooge did his friend any good, whether or not it 
made any difference at all. 
 
Tormented thusly, Jacob enters his bedchamber, shedding the robe of his Christmas Yet 
To Come costume, under which the colorful garments of the Ghost of Christmas Present 
are revealed. The gown of the Ghost of Christmas Past hangs in the wardrobe, whose 
doors open and close magically. Jacob is left wearing the suit he wore in the original 
story. He re-wraps a scarf around his head to secure his slack jaw, stashes the scythe and 
re-attaches his chains and shackles. Jacob then re-seats himself at his desk. His one 
afterlife task is to repeatedly count his coins for what he believes to be eternity. Jacob 
must also recite a single, hateful poem as he counts. 
 
A fade out + effects illustrate the passage of about 77 years, in line with the seven year 
anniversary of Jacob’s death, as mentioned in A Christmas Carol. 
 
With subsequent fade in, there is a knock at the door. It is Tiny Tim as an old man, who 
has lived long and died a happy, prosperous and eminently successful man. He is in 
Edwardian garb, dressed to suggest the early decades of the 1900’s. 
 
Tim shows Jacob scenes of key moments in his life, upon which his legacy as family 
man, physician/scientist and philanthropist was built, proof of the positive cascade effect 
Jacob’s visitation had upon Scrooge. By Tim’s vast good deeds in life, he was given a 
single gift of grace, which he may bestow upon one soul. He bestows this gift upon 
Jacob. 
 
The men are joined next by Bob Cratchit, who also lived long and died a prosperous, 
happy man, thanks also to Ebenezer Scrooge’s evolution. Tim and his father greet each 
other warmly. Bob and Jacob are introduced to each other. 
 
Tim then tells Jacob there is one other there to see him. He ushers in Ebenezer Scrooge. 
Scrooge is dressed in older garb, but radiates the same positive energies as Tim and Bob. 
Scrooge and Marley greet each other joyously. Words and line fragments from Dickens’ 
A Christmas Carol are employed as the two address each other, but in a wholly new and 
happy context. Ebenezer helps Jacob magically remove his chains and shackles. The 



folded headscarf flies away, restoring Jacob’s jaw. He is next presented with a fantastical, 
new suit, which is revealed in gaudy and glorious fashion. 
 
Tim, with a welcoming, guiding gesture, ushers the group out of the bedchamber 
purgatory. The two old friends, Eb and Jacob, follow, arm in arm. The men sing as they 
leave, a jovial, fraternal group embarking on a journey to an eternal place of light and 
mirth, where all their loved ones who have passed await them. 
  



 
CAST OF CHARACTERS 
 
Jacob Marley – as he is classically seen 
Dr. Tim Cratchit – as an old man, of the Edwardian era 
Bob Cratchit – as an old man, of the late 1800’s 
Ebenezer Scrooge – as he is classically seen, Dickensian England, of the mid 1800’s 
 
Cast/chorus – men, women and children to portray the Christmas Day dinner scene at the 
home of Bob Cratchit from A Christmas Carol, Tim Cratchit life scenes, and the Winter 
Solstice street scene at the conclusion.  
  



Introduction 
 
The curtain rises… 
 
… to the closing scene of Charles Dickens’ A  Christmas Carol . Surrounded by 
celebrating Cratchit family members, a jubilant Scrooge takes Tiny Tim up into his arms. 
Carolers wander about to depict old London city street activities, reciting the closing lines 
of the Dickens story, as taken from the original text: 
 
Cast members, alternating: 
 
Scrooge was better than his word…. 
 
He did it all, and infinitely more; and to Tiny Tim, who did NOT die, he was a second 
father…. 
 
He became a good friend, as good a master, and as good a man, as the good old city 
knew…. 
 
Some people laughed to see the alteration in him, but he let them laugh, and little heeded 
them; for he was wise enough to know that nothing ever happened on this globe, for 
good, at which some people did not have their fill of laughter in the outset… 
 
His own heart laughed; and that was quite enough for him…. 
 
… and it was always said of him, that he knew how to keep Christmas well…. 
 
… and so, as Tiny Tim, observed, God bless us, Every One! 
 
(Lights fade to black. As the curtain lowers, one cast member, elegantly dressed and 
poised, extracts himself from the chorus and approaches the audience. He is, as yet 
unknown to the audience, the adult Tim Cratchit) 
 
Tim: 
 
… better than his word… You know the story. 
 
You, my friends, are here to listen and revisit, as the Spirits did back then and will 
doubtless do again – when least expected, but when most needed – to this great tale. 
 
You are here to honor and invite back into your own hearts a story so known and loved it 
has woven itself into the very fabric of our lives. And what illuminates today as it did 
back then the darkest slice of any given hour, is no doubt what brought you here, before 
me. 
 
When night outweighs the day and Time’s passages are steeped in cold, Man yearns for 
that which invokes warmth and light. And love. What we seek comes in many forms, be 
it a liberating truth, be it restful solitude, be it some small instance in which the giving 
supersedes the taking…. ’tis that good want that guided you here. Indeed, it places me 
here, before you, to introduce a small aside, a denouement if you will, of something 
intended to shed light upon what I warrant not a few of you have at some point asked: 
 
What about poor, old Jacob Marley? 
 



(As Tim recedes and is swallowed in shadow, he concludes) 
 
Let once more the whispering shivers and ghostly specters haunt us onto a better path! As 
we aspire to what is best in all of us, let us employ, for a second time, the dark to 
illustrate the light. 
 
(Lights come up upon a room) 
 
There. Look upon Jacob Marley, who yes, indeed, was, is dead. Dead as a doornail… 
 
(Tim exits) 
 
  



Stave I 
 
The Setting: A  compact room, a bedchamber/office of Dickensian old. Monochromatic, 
in shades of blue and gray, the space is dimly and mysteriously lit to evoke endless night, 
a standstill of Time. The only light comes from a lamp, situated upon a desk. There is a 
fireplace, but no fire. There is a daybed, rendered so as to appear comfortless and 
unsleepable. Tattered curtains hang at the window. There is an ornate and massive 
wardrobe with double doors at center stage. Coins are stacked upon the desk. Rubbish is 
strewn upon the floor. The room’s entry door is at stage right. Behind the stage left wall 
there is a void, cloaked in darkness. 
 
The door opens, slowly, smoothly and without any sound. A  vastly tall apparition, 
cloaked in black, with a hood covering head and face shrouded, slowly, smoothly enters, 
as if afloat. It carries a scythe. This is the Ghost of Christmas Y et to Come. The Ghost 
reaches the center of the room. Suddenly, the ghost’s regal, stiff and stealthy posture 
collapses into one of slumped-over weariness. As the hood falls, we see nothing but some 
rudimentary support system, like the prop of a puppeteer. As the robe is shrugged off, we 
see an old man, pale with long hair, dressed in yet another costume, a garishly cheerful 
suit of red and green velvet. A  sprig of holly appears to be pinned to the jacket; perhaps, 
it is not a boutonnière but instead a stake of holly, pierced through his chest, its topmost 
leaves and berries splayed over the lapel. This is the costume of the Ghost of Christmas 
Present. This old man is/was dressed up as both ghosts; that he still wears the second suit 
suggests he did not even have time to change completely out of his red/green Christmas 
costume for his next role. Heaped upon the floor is a matching, luxurious robe of green 
velvet, lying as if tossed aside in a hurry; it is part of the Ghost of Christmas Present 
costume. 
 
The old man lifts the black cloak, now puddled around him, and walks wearily to the 
wardrobe, dragging the cloak behind him. As he nears the closet, the doors slowly swing 
open in unison on their own, further suggesting otherworldly powers. Artful illumination 
lights the interior of the wardrobe. Another costume hangs within the wardrobe. It is a 
white gown, luminous, lit from within. A  pair of wings hangs next to it, as does a tattered, 
white wig. An unlit torch is propped up to one side. This is the costume of the Ghost of 
Christmas Past. 
 
The old man hang the Christmas Y et To Come robe up in the wardrobe and stashes 
additional accouterment – a pair of boots, a black silken scarf that hid his face, and a 
scythe. He next shrugs off the Christmas Present costume, which reveals yet one more 
ensemble underneath: a decrepit, faded, molded and worn suit that is instantly 
recognizable as that worn by Jacob Marley when he paid his lamentation visit to 
Ebenezer Scrooge. The old man takes a tattered and dirty, white folded kerchief from a 
hook in the closet and, looping it under his chin, secures it at the top of his head, 
resituating a horrifically slackened, stiff and creaking jaw. He takes a pair black shackles 
and fastens one around each ankle. He proceeds to a large travel trunk, the ankle bracelets 
clanking. From the trunk, he removes the end of a seemingly endless length of chain links 
with padlocks attached (the last link of chain is never pulled out from the trunk, 
suggesting infinite length stored within). The old man threads and hooks the chain to his 
shackles, grimacing and holding his back as he straightens up. A  section of chain he 
loops up and clips to his belt; he is tethered at numerous points. Henceforward, the old 
man makes a great show of struggling with these chains with every move. 
 
This man is Jacob Marley. It was he who, in otherworldly, magically rendered costume, 
was every ghostly apparition who visited Ebenezer Scrooge on that fateful Christmas 
Eve. It was Jacob’s task to visit Earth for one night to try and save his friend, to spare 



Scrooge from a fate similar to his own. Having completed his three visitations, Jacob has 
now returned to the dismal room that is his solitary purgatory, there to resume his 
penance, which is to endlessly count his coins. 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Inhales deeply, overcome and exhausted, and begins to cry – wailingly, broken heartedly 
– and then to speak, as he commences with his activities) 
 
‘How now?’ How now, indeed! 
 
My task is done! 
 
Or is it? 
 
A lifetime in one night – a lifetime in three hours! What light and life I gazed back upon 
in the smallest of slivers granted me, how dark the black now beckons in contrast! Oh, 
the agony! Oh the void! 
 
Dreariness and silence are my only companions. What a weight upon my wretched soul, 
what a splinter in the dregs of what was once was in life my heart; now, ’tis nothing more 
than a dour cadence to mark, like a funeral march, infinity. What I have crafted by will 
and deed? 
 
This room is my prison, my torture chamber, a place reserved for only the most selfish of 
architects. 
 
Oh, I demanded, loud and clear, and the Fates, those baleful sisters, they listened and 
granted as much, an isolation that makes mockery of solitude and solace! 
 
They gave me what I wanted, what I in life’s path so charted. But, to suffer it forever and 
in this fashion...? 
 
(He trails off, wailing, crying) 
 
Aye three hours, three crumbs stolen from the manna served at Mankind’s banquet! 
Three hours in which I was made witness to that from which one day my lone friend 
would too be deprived, as I have myself have hungered… 
 
(He wails) 
 
“Friend!” 
 
’twas but a name for like-minded scoundrels in communion with each other! 
 
What lone title bestowed upon two cantankerous men, co-joined? What did I know of 
“friend”? Could I have imagined, that the only links I would forge would be these 
damnable iron ties? They writhe like vipers at my ankles and my waist; they tether me to 
this space…. 
 
And remind me only of pain… 
 
…indeed, wisdom’s bitterest apple, is to know the taste of all the Might Have Beens, all 
the Should Have Beens. All I cast aside as my singular route was charted…. This 



wrenching thing that would twist my gut, had I yet a gut to twist, gnaws ceaselessly in the 
depths of this hollow carcass. 
 
(He pats his belly). 
 
But the absence of knowing – what did I accomplish? ’tis a penance upon penance! But 
did the grand task of my visitations upon old Eb do their work? 
 
In life, the Fates outdid themselves, for they held wide the drapes of opportunity and 
allowed me to pass through in time. They sat back and watched, dispassionate, as the 
deprived dreamer became instead the most ruthless of lenders. The sisters sat in silence as 
a father in ignorance assumed prosperity would alleviate the thespian predilections and 
peculiar inclinations of a son he would never understand. And the father, in as much fear 
as frightening priority, trained his son to wield wealth like the sharpest of swords, left hi 
upon a stage from which to recite neither sonnet nor story. I quoted percentages, 
disclaimers and penaltis! 
 
Not rich was I, but possessor indeed of vast legal tender…. 
 
Funds I finagled to deprive others of their inconsequential security, not only to build my 
accounts, but to finance the eventual takeover of my very own mentor…. 
 
And where did it land me? 
 
I am left poorer than any debtor in prison. With Want for companionship and Ignorance 
as my advisor…the wicked urchins claw at my shirttails even now…. 
 
(He looks behind and around him, as if the children are lurking close by) 
 
I understand and see too well. I know not only what I wrought in life but more so what I 
left behind. 
 
So in this pathetic place must I remain, blinded to the transformative effects, if any, of 
my endeavors of one night. If, as Past and Present and Future, I made any difference at 
all, I know this not. 
 
Aye, my old friend cried and writhed with remorse most divinely demonstrated, but do I 
not know as an actor the risk of suspicious exuberance? 
 
To have seen passionate demonstration, promises and contrition is to have seen a co-
conspirator at his Shakespearean best! 
 
(Bitterly, paraphrasing Shakespeare, from As Y ou Like It) 
 
All the world’s a stage… and this apparition in his time did indeed play many parts. Ha! 
 
The question lies in what follows, when the curtains are drawn and no audience is nigh, 
when no applause exists to foster the doling out of generous good will. 
 
What is said or left unsaid when the onlookers are gone home? 
 
What is achieved when exchanges of gratitude or adulation are not at hand? 
 



What is Man capable of, if reward is not placed on some near shelf, there to shine and 
magnify…and further tempt him? 
 
(Lamenting, to the universe) 
 
Man, how great, yet how paltry and selfish a servant you are. Gods and kings, scoundrels 
and rakes, our commonality as drying human husks reduces us until at last we are equal 
in dust with each other. Back, back into the soil we go! 
 
When moved no more by invisible puppet strings of Fate, Free Will, and Destiny, when 
no more tied to the very crossed beams that housed both a Savior and a thief; pray tell, 
what are we? 
 
(Jacob pauses to consider his words, shaking his head in sadness) 
 
Ignorance, you are the victor and as such shall remain my master. Another stretch of 
chain, one more padlock hooked to my tarred and weary spirit… 
 
… so heavy… nowhere to go, nowhere to fly, nowhere else to be… 
 
Alone but for the one night granted me, to sail amongst the earth-bound poltergeists, to 
find my way through the alleys of a city, to the wasted chambers of my one and only 
friend…. 
 
(Jacob cries out in agony) Scrooge! The name, it pains my bones to speak it! 
 
(Jacob shuffles over to his desk. The wardrobe doors close themselves) 
 
And so I am left, bereft. This is my nether-worldly space; this is my one assigned task. 
My gold… 
 
My old, cold coins of gold… 
 
…damned bits and pieces, unfeeling tokens…. Indeed, I reaped for which in life I toiled. 
 
…and now I pay eternal price, alone, oh so, alone… 
 
My God, I pray Eb listened. My Hades, I pray he learned. 
 
Sisters, I pray he fights against your ropes and hides well your intrepid shears. Cut him 
not off too quickly. May he yet un-build what in life I never did, what now chains me to 
this hell of my own making… 
 
Oh, Jacob Marley, you fool…. Now, back to work you go… 
 
(Jacob arranges his chains and locks and takes up his one task, which is to count the same 
stack of coins over and over again) 
 
… one thousand one, one thousand two. 
 
Better for me than lonely, low-borne you. 
 
One thousand three, one thousand four… 
 



If the pithy monk can do this, every hour in obeisance bent, then any man can do it and 
any man so should. And when he does, and done is did, and as a doornail is fulfilled, he 
can yet find rank amongst scoundrels, cads and kings…  
 
…one thousand five, one thousand six… 
 
When nothing's broken, what's to fix?  
 
…one thousand seven, one thousand eight… 
 
Oh Midas, sir, I replicate 
 
… one thousand nine, one thousand ten… 
 
Oh, you foolish, merry gentlemen! 
 
…one thousand eleven…. 
 
Out of sight is out of mind 
 
…one thousand twelve…. 
 
The smallest coin the miser tithes 
 
... thirteen, .fourteen 
 
…blinders on… 
 
...fifteen, sixteen… 
 
…locked myself within these walls… 
 
…avowed to keep prosperity for only, only, only me… 
 
... seventeen and eighteen…. 
 
…as I play so I must pray; my penance is at full price…  
 
… nineteen now is twenty…. 
 
(Jacob begins the recitation anew) 
 
One thousand one, one thousand two… 
 
Better for me… (Etc.) 
 
(Jacob will have stacked the coins and/or placed them on a scale or some such device by 
conclusion of the first recitation. But then, he dumps the coins back onto a heap on his 
desk and begins again, reciting the poem once more, from the beginning. The light fades. 
Jacob’s voice trails off as he recites and counts) 
 
End, Stave I 
  



Stave II 
 
(Time passes – years of time. This will be illustrated by lighting, visual cues and trick 
effects. Perhaps a clock’s hands begin to spin around, slow at first, then faster. Perhaps 
the clock’s face glows, slightly pulsating. Jacob is seen always at his desk, always 
stacking the same set of coins, as the light comes up and fades again to dark. Perhaps, at 
one moment of illumination, his coat is on; soon after, it is back off again. A t points of 
re-illumination, more cobwebs appear, then seem to grow ever longer, thicker and more 
covered in dust. 
 
Presently, a faint light appears in the corner of the one window, moving to suggest a 
glowing object approaching. The light comes to shine underneath Jacob’s door. A  loud, 
echo-filled knock sounds. Jacob, in the midst of yet another count, is visibly startled) 
 
Tim: 
 
(Calling through the closed door) Jacob! Jacob Marley! 
 
Jacob: 
 
What, heh? 
 
(Realizing someone is at the door) 
 
Who goes there? If you are the devil himself, you are excused! Begone, stranger, my hell 
is generously furnished! Have I not paid enough to stave off further visitations from the 
likes of you? 
 
Tim: 
 
No, no! ’tis no Luciferian entity at your door, nor is it a godly messenger. Allow open the 
door, Jacob; you will see. 
 
Jacob: 
 
What is left for me to believe of anyone, or anything, of good? What reason is there to 
think that I should expect other than more dark and dank to seep in under my stoop, at 
best to wordlessly throw my way another seventy years’ solitary servitude? 
 
Tim: 
 
For once, old man, trust. Trust what you hear and what you will soon see. 
 
Jacob: 
 
(To himself) 
 
The irony escapes me not, for both in life and after death did I rely upon costume and 
deceit. Was but an eye’s blink hence that I portrayed a trio of spirits for one who still 
walked among men…. Oh but the illogical fear that visits me now! 
 
How now such an old and kindred emotion be renewed in me, peculiar to one so long ago 
swept away, left to wallow in endless longing for anything that might pass for a heart? 
Oh distant God in your far-off heaven, protect this empty carcass! 



 
May I notat least be spared a doubly gifted damnation? 
 
(Jacob leaves his desk and shuffles to the door, wringing his clasped hands, stumbling 
over the chains that drag behind him. As he nears the door, it slowly, magically swings 
open. There stands a regal, old man, dressed and coifed so as to reflect the Edwardian era 
of early 1900’s. It is the recently deceased Tim Cratchit. He is carrying a lantern) 
 
Tim: 
 
Fear me not, Jacob Marley! 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Falling to his knees) 
 
I am weak victim to the vestigial remains of a conscience that walked too long ago. I fall 
upon me knees – I can no longer hold ground. I am a fully broken and lonely old shade. 
 
Tim: 
 
(Stepping through the door, he sets the lantern down, reaches out for Jacob’ hand and 
takes it. This touch lifts Jacob smoothly to his feet)  
 
Come, stand up, man. Stand up and see me now. 
 
Jacob: 
 
You beckon and…what heh? (Jacob rises to his feet, surprised at the ease) 
 
On my own two feet…I stand…. 
 
Tim: 
 
Rise above the boards, sir; no more to bleed shame. You have poured enough of yourself 
into the cellars and soils below. 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Sputtering) 
 
Sir? Is it I you address in such a gentlemanly manner? What say you? What can you 
mean by this? 
 
Tim: 
 
Oh, Jacob, you have no ken, whom you address? Do you possess even the smallest 
notion? But of course, you do not. How would you? Encased here in this tomb, decade 
upon decade, counting the hours away with a paltry stack of coins, in tragic litany to all 
you wrought in life and was made to pay in death… 
 
Jacob: 
 
Oh, the hours, the minutes, the fragments of every moment! 



 
Each second ever passed in this commencement of my own horrific eternity is like the 
sharp, metal tooth of a clockwork. Cold slivers of coin tick, tick, tick away time, and for 
all their toil, never a one has worn thinner for it, nor lost its callous sheen. These ghastly 
tokens are wicked talisman…. 
 
Tim: 
 
… which will now lie fallow. Done. No more to be counted. You have counted long 
enough. 
 
Jacob:  
 
(Incredulous, afraid) I have counted…. What…what are you saying? 
 
Tim: 
 
Jacob Marley, it is I, Tim Cratchit, son of Bob Cratchit, partner to the one you called 
partner in life, Ebenezer Scrooge, he who links us all over mystical planes and spiraling 
time, more so than any chain or creaking padlock. Sir, I am the boy not only saved by 
Ebenezer Scrooge; I am the boy saved by you! 
 
Jacob: 
 
I? But long since gone was I, long since set me free of life’s tenacled embrace! 
 
Tim: 
 
No, no, Jacob. Your witless lethargy is but one aspect of the punishment in which you 
mired! You have no conception, that what you accomplished on a Christmas night, nigh 
fourscore past, was the onset of a wave of good that became not only the salvation of one 
man, but of countless others. 
 
That we are all linked and part of a far different chain you also forged is as much a reality 
as was until now that monstrosity you yet wear…. 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Lifting the lengths of chain) 
 
These chains… I have borne them as I have suffered them…. But, you say: A chain? 
Later forged? 
 
Tim: 
 
Indeed! The chain you alone transformed, Mr. Marley…. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Jacob; call me Jacob. I have not heard my name spoken in so very long…. 
 
Tim: 
 



Jacob, the chain you transformed, until this moment borne alone and weighted with 
grievances, is now intertwined with the silver threads of progress and salvation! 
 
Jacob, the chains of events you set in motion, when you appeared to Ebenezer Scrooge on 
that fateful Christmas Eve, accomplished so much more than the resurrection of a still-
breathing soul. Your dramatic presentations set off a domino chain effect of good, which 
touched oh, so many more! 
 
You created apparitions and played them as only Scrooge’s one, true friend could. Who 
else would know all there was to know about Uncle Eb: the stories, the strifes, the 
moments that mattered most? You showed him the way, Jacob. And in doing so, you 
paved wide a path for a multitude. 
 
You are one not to shut away, but to gather up in an embrace of gratitude. 
 
But for your fantastical charade, a city’s worth of humankind benefitted, lived and 
thrived. Happiness was kindled. Healing was crafted, in health as well as in hearth.  
 
You built a wholly different kind of chain, Jacob. And it is this chain, by decree of the 
same nameless, formless ministers who directed your task those many Christmases ago, 
that guided me here tonight. 
 
Jacob: 
 
A good chain, then; a counterweight against these irons? 
 
Tim: 
 
A chain of Mankind, Jacob, linking hand to hand, thought, word and deed… 
 
Jacob: 
 
Of imprisonment then no more…? 
 
Tim: 
 
Quite the contrary, good man…. 
 
(Tim guides Jacob to the darkened stage side, where the room gives way to the void)  
 
Behold, Jacob Marley, visitations from a life so distant from your own, yet linked back to 
you, in myriad ways… 
 
(Tim gestures to the darkened space beyond the room, which as it is illuminated, becomes 
a window into Tim’s own past, his life and accomplishments on Earth) 
 
Jacob: 
 
Sir, your words are music, each syllable a ray of light. You are among spirits an angel 
and I unworthy of your presence. I am but a wretch, long ago joined ranks with the 
lowliest of shadows, not even granted leave to slink about the corners I occupied in life! 
But for the one redeeming task of which you speak, have I dwelt in solitude and 
confinement… 
 



Tim: 
 
Oh, Jacob, know that angels appear in all shapes! Winged seraphim bathed in light the 
simplest minds insist. Let us leave notions of halos and besparkled robes to a child’s 
theater. Dark, dirty and downtrodden are the true choirs, blessed even if as ragtag suitors. 
 
In their threadbare uniforms they scuttle about, beetles, barely tolerated, if not recoiled at, 
stepped upon and crushed, dismissed as nuisances, never venerated. The telltale wings 
many rather expect are but the garb of grand altarpiece figures and fairy tale dreams. 
 
Jacob, duly commanded, when given the task of redemptive consultation upon your lone 
and lonely friend, you served the mandates of your task. You knew well the life and times 
of one whose path was in direst need of re-charting. You, who in life parlayed the vain 
dandy in death, were not only the consummate actor, but also the tailor, stagehand and 
director! You, Jacob, crafted a cast of characters that could blast apart a hardened man’s 
stony hull and spark the soft matter that lay beneath, dormant and under-developed. 
 
You knew which lines to score, which scenes to play. You knew which words to speak, 
you knew just how in deathly silence to gesticulate. 
 
You, sir, molded anew a man, long since fired into a impervious vessel of greed and 
selfishness, and from it cracked open a fountainhead of giving that changed the lives of 
all who in my life I knew, and most of all, that changed mine. 
 
I lived. I did not die as was foretold, Jacob Marley. ’twas not only because of Scrooge 
that I lived; I lived because of you! 
 
And as such the apparitions you conjured to show Scrooge his past, his present and his 
future allow me now to show you shadows of the past, but this time from my own life, a 
long and wondrous journey, which end was celebrated less than a fortnight ago. Tears 
and laughter and embraces were my send off, Jacob. In this you had a hand as well… 
 
Behold! 
 
(Vignettes are illuminated and enacted, revealing moments in Tim’s life that highlight his 
successes and happiest times: Vignette #1 depicts a graduation scene, where Tim gives 
the commencement address, suggesting highest honors. The Cratchit family is in 
attendance. Tim’s siblings are now adults. An old man stands with the family; it is the 
elderly Scrooge) 
 
Tim: 
 
Witness, Jacob Marley, events that were, moments that live on, etched on the canvas of 
my history and in the memories of those I hold most dear, who shared these times with 
me as the very reasons behind any man’s best hours of a life fully lived, of which I would 
not give up one high, one low, one sideways skewed aside, one diversion, one 
correction…. 
 
There were achievements, testaments to learning and industry…. I graduated with honors 
from University, my family in attendance to cheer me on. Good old Uncle Eb was right 
there, to shake my hand. I graduated first in my class, the first in my family to graduate 
university, for as apprentice did my father enter his trade. It was through the great 
generosity of his employer, Uncle Eb, that he as untitled laborer was made partner in a 
firm grown venerable through honest trade and wise investment. 



 
(The vignette progresses in scene and time….) 
 
My eighty years on this planet surged at full steam. I earned titles of doctor and professor. 
I chipped away at chemical and medical mysteries in the laboratories, and developed 
devices that would help change the lives for many. I worked with colleagues to help 
eradicate the very disease that crippled my own, childish limbs. 
 
(Vignette #1 morphs into a different, much later commencement scene, with an elderly 
Tim presiding over the dedication of a hospital) 
 
 
And then, at the waning seasons of my time on Earth, there came the dedication of a 
hospital, in honor of my life’s work, to which I insisted the name Scrooge also be affixed 
in stone over the entrance doors, in gratitude to my mentor, who was behind it all…. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Why Tim, a great man among men you are, a saint! What indeed was wrought as the 
fruits of your labors! And me? What did I know of Mankind…. 
 
Tim: 
 
I too, Jacob, am but one link in the chains you with your friend forged over time and 
space. It was by grace of generosity that all this came to be. Grace was personified in 
Uncle Eb, for he always – always – gave steadfast credit to those who he affectionately 
came to call “his Spirits.” 
 
Jacob: 
 
…to think…non other than my partner in life, Scrooge! 
 
Tim: 
 
Yes Ebenezer Scrooge, whose complete story I now see as you long saw it. Now, in this 
afterlife, I too share that transparency of perception, where past, present and future 
overlap to explain all how’s and why’s of everything we touched. And I now also know 
the rest of your story, knowing his. 
 
Recall, Jacob, we are the sum of our deeds. ’tis not artistry or poetry but deeds that 
feather the finest of wings, for each good deed has the power to lift and make manifest its 
doer. And the best beauty? It lies in the fact that each sum of every Man can forevermore 
add onto itself. When most mortals think all is over and done, there is yet a chance! 
 
(Vignette #2 lights up to depict the next scenes in Tim’s life, focused on love: Love 
between young adult Tim and the woman he would wed. The romantic encounter morphs 
into a wedding scene. This scene transforms next into one in which Tim’s wife presents 
him with his firstborn child. Tim, wife and child are soon joined by other children to 
illustrate their growing family) 
 
Behold, Jacob, there is more I wish to share with you… 
 
(Vignette #2 concludes) 
 



Uncle Eb’s deeds in life still compound, and in their wake lies the simplest of sainthoods. 
Deification may well remain unsung, but for the joys and successes of the lives still 
touched by his. To this day, sir, the time-traveling legacy that is Good knows no end. 
 
And oh, how Uncle Eb fortified that legacy. It is a grand mansion that stands forever in 
his name and ours! My children and their children are its keepers, and the great-
grandchildren I knew only a short time on Earth, who I now watch from afar, will keep 
its rooms alive for generations to come. 
 
For all this, dear Jacob, I thank you, for you are the one behind it all. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Such joy! Such a gift to behold! Would that the imbeciles, to whose ranks I was called, 
had learned while we still breathed…. Would that I could have walked abreast with the 
likes of you and shaken your hand as equal. 
 
Tim: 
 
I am no more or less than you, Jacob Marley. Such pedestal placing is but to build a stand 
from which all humans at one time or another must fall. And verily, Man tumbles farther 
the higher he builds. Let us set aside adulation, an error of habit reward-hungry folk seek 
to feast upon, leaving hapless others to starve. Paradise is not about seating the choice 
few. 
 
Paradise has her doors flung wide and serves without prejudice. Downcast eyes should be 
lifted, not blinded to redemptive hope; our gazes should fall full upon the face of each 
other in honesty, and in truth. Peers, friends, compatriots. 
 
(Vignette #3 depicts a scene in which an elderly Tim Cratchit is seated at the bedside of 
Ebenezer Scrooge, who is near death) 
 
Tim: 
 
(Turns and in affection, touches Jacob on the arm) 
 
And as such, I look to you squarely across a table, equivalent beings, flawed and glorious 
in equal measure. Humans, being. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Oh, Tim, allow me this query, then; dare I imagine the prayers of the dead can yet be 
heard? 
 
Tim: 
 
Know this, Jacob, there is and always has been an ear to receive every word ever uttered 
into the ether, where help was petitioned from the heart of a heart, living or stilled. Your 
hoarse whispers were heard and your effect upon Ebenezer Scrooge was noted. 
 
Jacob: 
 
(To himself, incredulously) 
 



Oh, all my lamentations, that infernal recitation…. I was heard! I was never as alone as I 
thought! 
 
Tim: 
 
… those saddest songs of all? Their sound carries up and into the darkest recesses of the 
universe, where no reasoning mind could fathom an audience. 
 
Jacob, for Mankind to wrestle with his lot is but human. The dead walk in life amongst 
the living, whilst the living wander, like the dead. ’tis not needful of the Reaper’s blade 
for to claim an end to the beating and bleating of a questioning heart. 
 
Jacob: 
 
And like I, countless are they with nothing but ice water in their veins, and cold, still 
pools where instead the fires of life should spark. This I know as one who lumbered for 
years as if through deepest snow. 
 
Tim: 
 
Even the most diluted of prayers, borne of nameless longing, can fly. One thousand 
practiced voices can call forth an ear, but so does the tuneless croak of a broken spirit. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Would that the spirits I conjured for old Eb had come to me in some earlier incarnation, 
to haunt my night and set me aright while still a young man…. What if? 
 
Tim: 
 
You speak of spirits past? Of chance and intervention? Intent and regret stoke fires that 
smolder and smoke and leave one to choke…. Had you not toiled, and had you not done 
your work on Uncle Eb…. Who can know the infinite outcomes? The ghosts – you – 
made manifest, of one hungered to the core; it took a you, our Jacobian thespian, to 
resonate with the eloquence of a thousand laureates! Pen to paper, knife to tablet, voice to 
stage, they broke the chain of chains…. 
 
Jacob: 
 
The spirits of Christmas Past, Present and Yet to Come were as much of me as I am of 
them still. 
 
(The men walk over to Jacob’s desk. Tim stirs the coins on his desk, picking up a few of 
them) 
 
Tim: 
 
And as for your coins, and that counting and counting…. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Have them! Take them! Throw them at the nearest altar! As young man I loathed the 
financial realm I was obliged to embrace. 
 



Tim: 
 
How instead you wanted to serve your Muses to recite the glorious lines of playwrights, 
who with quill and parchment composed the gospels that did speak to my soul! 
 
Jacob: 
 
Kings and paupers, Romeos and oafs…a delightful soup…. How I wished to live in life, I 
chanced to live in death. Imagine that…. 
 
Tim: 
 
The duty that first tethers, later solders a man to his desk…. 
 
Jacob: 
 
And the desk became my anvil; profit became my prison…. 
 
Tim: 
 
These coins, they were your subjects, tithes of a reluctant supplicant 
 
Jacob: 
 
Aye, in anger I took to the dark forces of ambition and greed…. 
 
(Tim gathers up the coins into a bag or container of some sort. Jacob assists) 
 
Tim: 
 
Countless are they who, for wont of the luxury of free spiritedness, climb into saddles 
strapped to those dreariest of horses, Obligation and Duty. Innumerable are they who 
rather trudge life’s path than set expectation-laden angers afire with separatist dissent. 
Anger wrought of futility is a wicked plaything of the Fates, a binding and blinding force. 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Sighing sadly) 
 
Far too many, I regret, were they who were dragged alongside my sufferings. This I 
understand with a regret that shines with painful sharpness. When I thought I acted the 
man, I was but a petulant youth, a wide-eyed lookout for destructive inspiration. 
 
Tim: 
 
But your deeds of salvation for a man you knew in life are what now count. You labored 
with the lowliest of miners to find the one bit of coal that could spark and warm a 
petrified heart. My father, who suffered first hand in the before, basked in the after, when 
a radiant phoenix arose from one thusly singled out and transformed, thanks to your 
endeavors. And that warming fire in the counting house? In due time, it lit up a city 
block! 
 
Jacob: 
 



(Laughing, incredulous) 
 
Those cursed, lumps of coal we hoarded! How cold we kept our rooms, how like ice I 
recall even my own bed! 
 
Tim: 
 
Jacob, you turned those tides…. You brought life in death, and joy in the dark face of 
fear. As Ghosts of Scrooge’s life Past, Present and Yet To Come, you transformed not 
only Uncle Eb, but also yourself. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Ah, the Ghosts of all Christmases were but the undertakings of a vain, old coxcomb! 
The facades I employed in life served even better in death. ’twas destiny, this trinity of 
spirited roles I played. The three were but contrivances created in the subconscious of the 
men who would teach through them, who would be taught by them. I was merely their 
thespian deliverer. I am no embodiment of Christmas Past, Present or Yet to Come; I am 
but servile puppet of a power far greater, who by force of reflection alone guided the 
story’s telling so that Ebenezer might learn in life what I did not. 
 
Tim: 
 
Deliver, you did, Jacob. You planted the seeds of Mankind in his soul. And they 
flourished. Your ghostly apparitions will forever be revered, and you, in exchange, will 
live forever more. 
 
Jacob: 
 
What is that you now say, Tim? 
 
Tim: 
 
The salvation of your friend and the lives he in turn touched, thanks to your great deed of 
a Christmas night so long ago, were never discounted. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Pray, what are you saying? 
 
Tim: 
 
(Focusing directly on Jacob, to emphasize) 
 
Jacob Marley, your penance is paid! You are square with the house. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Paid in full? You mean to say I am complete? Revelations and miracles! 
 
Tim: 
 
Your circle, sir, has come forthwith. And on the strength of that balanced scale, I have 
come here to carry out the one task with which I have been entrusted…. 



’tis a gift of grace I possess, to give, and I am humbly graced to bestow it. 
 
(Putting his hands on Jacob’s shoulders) 
 
…a gift of after-life redemption…for you! 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Sinking back to his knees, looking up) 
 
Tim! Tim Cratchit! Dare I believe my eyes, my ears? I know her beauteous name – dare I 
speak of – Hope? 
 
Tim: 
 
Dare, Jacob! Speak her name! Hope! It holds us all together, a divine thread that can 
harness the universe. Old chains, like yours, are dust in the face of hope. And time and 
tithes collected, through effort and endeavor, outweigh any padlock, any stack of coins. 
As Hope is eternal, it is, and was, never too late. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Oh Lord in heaven! I cry! Such joy I feel! In death I have never felt so alive! 
 
(The men rejoice, embracing. Jacob’s demeanor transforms his uprighted form reflects 
the grace he realizes is his) 
 
Tim: 
 
In the names of all spirits and Christmases that were and ever will be, I place with you 
redemption. And your price, Jacob, duly paid, now mandates we gather up. Up from here, 
and out, and far beyond…. You need never look back…. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Dear man, I accept this miraculous gift. I will place complete trust in you and call myself 
your humble recipient and ready apostle! 
 
Tim: 
 
Indeed! Your best journey has yet begun…. 
 
(Pauses, changes his tone) 
 
But first, Jacob, there is someone I want you to meet. Traveling companions make for a 
merrier journey…. 
 
End, Stave II 
  



Stave Final 
 
(Tim steps back from Jacob and walks to the door, which magically opens. An old man 
enters. It is Bob Cratchit. Tim takes his Father by the arm and guides him over to Jacob) 
 
Father, may I present Jacob Marley. And Jacob, allow me to introduce you to my father, 
Bob Cratchit. 
 
Bob: 
 
Jacob Marley, sir, at last we meet! 
 
(The men shake hands warmly, in greeting) 
 
Jacob: 
 
Mr. Cratchit! Partner and friend of my friend, I am honored to know you. 
 
Bob: 
 
And I you! 
 
Jacob: 
 
Though I do not know you, I know of you. I lived among you and yours for a merry hour 
or so, a shadow against your walls. I was the uninvited guest, and for that invasion I beg 
your forgiveness. 
 
Bob: 
 
(Warmly) 
 
Nay, forgiveness, there is to be none, for none is needed! A welcome shade you were! 
We are droll creatures, are we not, rendering complex the simplest elements of our 
existence! I for one rejoice that you now too have the light of clarity to shine upon your 
books. Whilst spirits hold aloft their torches, the better we can see, but, sadly, generally, 
only long after the fact. 
 
Jacob: 
 
May one have half a match to shine as bright while still in life… 
 
Bob: 
 
But, in light of our timelines interwoven, I bid you welcome to our midst! Christmas is 
come again in the spirit of this moment, and so in the name of all ghosts, I say ‘bless you’ 
and ask to call you, sir, ‘Friend.’ 
 
Jacob: 
 
(The two men shake hands again) 
 
Bless you, sir. Friend it is! 
 



(They embrace. Jacob addresses both men) 
 
Aye, ’tis a strong potion in which I swim, comrades! A heady meade flows in my veins 
and I can feel it! A warmth as real as anything I have ever felt. 
 
Bob: 
 
Ha ha! Good cheer, dear man, is infectious, and so it should be! Cheer flows not like a 
river, but as a deluge! Verily we shall drink our fill. We will be drunk on the stories we 
will tell, the laughter we will share. Hours and hours we will have at our blithe disposal! 
 
Jacob: 
 
Aha, now this is how every story should end 
 
Tim: 
 
And what’s to say they do not? Jacob, our time is come. You will take your leave with us. 
But before we set off, there is another to whom you must be presented, who has been 
appointed to serve as your mentor… 
 
There is much to learn, leagues to recapture. So much has transpired and your legacy is 
yet to be imparted upon your soul. And there is no one better to guide you than a 
friend…an old friend; an old soul…. 
 
(A  light approaches from off stage and comes to a stop at the closed door. Its rays spill 
over the floorboards from underneath the door) 
 
Bob: 
 
(To Jacob) Jacob, you, as I, know this man well…. 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Realization sets in. Incredulous) No! Can it be? My heavens, is it…? 
 
(Tim gestures towards the door, which magically opens) 
 
Tim: 
 
Come, Jacob Marley; greet with me your friend. 
 
(Tim walks over to the man who has just entered, an old man dressed in English garb of 
the mid 1800’s. It is Ebenezer Scrooge. Tim takes Scrooge’s elbow and guides him over 
to Jacob) 
 
(To Ebenezer, wryly) 
 
Uncle, address once more your bit of undigested beef…. 
 
(Tim and Ebenezer embrace, then Ebenezer turns to Jacob. The two behold each other in 
profound regard, joy visibly building between the two as recognition sets in) 
 
Ebenezer: 



 
Marley! 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Crying out with happiness) 
 
Scrooge! 
 
(The two men embrace) 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Jacob... Jacob Marley! 
 
Jacob: 
 
In the flesh! 
 
(Looks down at himself and laughs) 
 
Ha! ’tis your old friend, or what is left of him, however manifested, however undigested! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
’tis nigh too much for this relic, however manifested! 
 
Jacob: 
 
Better named “Old Blot”… 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
…or bit of beef, you! ’twas but fear and pomposity that formed the words I sputtered! 
 
Jacob: 
 
Clever, even in terror, Scrooge! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Clever indeed! You reduced me, Old Blot, as was deserved, and well so. In life you were 
my partner Jacob; in death you became my angel. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Scrooge – exalt me not, man. The gift of your presence renders my salvation complete. 
Speak no such titles! Call me a mustard, call me you ‘Friend,’ and either which way, I am 
redeemed. 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Then, Marley, blotiest and most grave friend, take my hand! 
 



Jacob: 
 
Ha! In gratitude! 
 
(Ebenezer reaches out. Jacob takes his hand. They begin to laugh, incredulous. Scrooge 
leans back to peruse Jacob) 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Well! You, thespian of the night, a coxcomb in life I always said, but, a coxcomb in death 
you were even more so. The costuming that served in your youth but hinted at the 
wardrobes and wizardry you conjured up in the space of one glorious – and terrible – 
Christmas night! 
 
Jacob: 
 
I carried on with the best of them, eh? And so my spirited trio met with your approval? 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
You were a spectacle among spectres! A spectacularly inspired nightmare! The saints of 
the stage surely bow to you still! Why, no ruthless banker but actor you should have 
embraced, as you yourself would lament when the wine flowed and your surly guard was 
let down! No coins of gold but shouts of praise should have rained upon you when a 
day’s work was done! 
 
There was always the ruff of a ruffle about you, no matter how dank and colorless the 
spaces in which you and I both crouched, counting our money and inking our ledgers. 
Fortunes may have found purchase in your dandified wardrobe, but did no one any good, 
when your audience was a dour company of one! 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Remembering, wistfully) 
 
Scraps of false joy I took from the velvets and satins; and oh yes, I spent fiendishly. It 
was my material weakness. I feathered my tail fit for a vain peacock. 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
(Shaking his head, remembering) 
 
Aye, strut about you did. 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Paraphrasing Shakespeare, from King Lear) 
 
… many a true word, spoken in jest! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
What good were those hoarded stacks of gold? Pharaoh’s purses, dust-filled, as were ever 
what weighted down the pockets of ragged drifters! The coin of the living, my friend, 



evaporates like a last breath, does it not? Man may have tried, but no farthing has yet to 
cross the next realms. Thanks to you, my wealth found purpose before it was too late. 
 
Tim: 
 
Riches are only rich if spent. ’tis otherwise a costly and ripe cheese, gone bad. 
 
Bob: 
 
Aye wise are the fortunate ones who spend it well, who task their gold to give joy, to 
heal, to serve loved ones and on out to fellow Man. 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Why walk the Earth a miserly pauper, only to be laid out, flat as a king? 
 
Jacob: 
 
Aye, lessons have been handed out and taught. Perhaps this is the first of wisdom for this 
trussed up, old ass. 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
But you without fail always called a spade a spade, Jacob. And if ass you claim, then 
claim my role as kin I will as well; I am, I was, your braying and odoriferous colleague! 
 
Jacob: 
 
Always the flatterer, Scrooge; if a trifle more colorful than warranted! Your salty wit has 
not diminished with the decades now passed! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
You taught me well, old blot…. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Teacher indeed! I taught you your ruination! And for that I beg your forgiveness. 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Forgiveness, old blot? No more of that! And if we in co-joined isolation wallowed as 
mortals, you were a begrudging friend nontheless. We are now, however, to rewrite our 
sum totals in tandem, thanks to the missive my dear ward, Tim, has delivered of you. Let 
us look forward together; enough of the woe. 
 
Jacob: 
 
’tis a weighty volume awaiting transcription! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
And so may you, Jacob, as scribe outdo your Shakespearian self! ’twas nothing less than 
my redemption you carved into my crusted shell. I do not merely forgive you but thank 



you for the very light in which I exist. My family and my legacy of good will be 
henceforward be our partnership, re-formed, reunited. 
 
Jacob: 
 
’tis I who will forever be grateful; I who will thank… 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
(Jovially, interrupting) 
 
Then in gushing gratitude we are even! 
 
(Ebenezer begins to lead Jacob to the wardrobe) 
 
But I must confess, mangy peacock, for all your frippery of yore, to look upon you in this 
moment is to behold the ghost of a ghost! We must find you different coat, something 
better befitting the pan-dimensional journey of a ripe old pair of resurrected cheeses. 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Sighing) 
 
The Vanities were no more generous to me in the after as they were in the before, Eb.  
 
Ebenezer: 
 
With fair countenance, perhaps neither one of us was overly blessed, but we had little 
need of looking glass idles…. 
 
Jacob: 
 
This figure once cut is now but a dull plow put to pasture. I am but an effluvium of rust 
and rot. And vanity? Ha! ’tis wizened with resigned recognition. On crumbs of humble 
pie I have scavenged. 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Aye, the plumage in time was shed…. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Indubitably! 
 
(Resignedly, paraphrasing Shakespeare, from All’s Well That Ends Well)  
 
… there was to be no kernel in this light nut… 
 
(Tapping his forehead as he shakes his head) 
 
… the soul of this man was in his clothes. 
 
Ebenezer: 
 



Dear, vain friend. I’ll warrant we deserved no less than each other. What a pair were we!  
 
(Gesturing to Jacob’s garments) 
 
But this molded, tattered thing you wear? 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Quoting Shakespeare, from Hamlet)  
 
Aye! The apparel oft proclaims the man…. 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
(As he helps Jacob remove his old coat) 
 
No longer a corpse’s coat for you! It has served its master and should as rag wipe the 
cobwebs we leave here behind. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Tell me to sweep this place and clear a path, I would! 
 
(Jacob begins to follow Scrooge in the direction of the wardrobe, but is abruptly halted, 
held by his shackles, the chain grown suddenly taught. Jacob cries out in pain and 
frustration)  
 
Ebenezer: 
 
First things first, Jacob. These shackles are no longer the fashion of the day… 
 
(Ebenezer reaches into his pocket and withdraws an invisible key, which he turns in the 
air in the direction of the shackles. Magically, each shackle comes undone. The length of 
chain is pulled off stage by unseen hands, slithering noisily up and into the trunk on the 
floor, until it has been swallowed in its depths. The trunk’s lid slams shut) 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Lifting arms and legs, one by one) 
 
Why, I feel as light as a feather! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Ha! Indeed, light as a feather! 
 
Jacob: 
 
Lighter than a feather! I am a wisp of a snow cloud, a perch for a cherub! 
 
(Dancing a few steps) 
 
Oh Eb, ’tis a heavenly waltz that calls these brogues. What a joyous dance in a freely 
taken step! I am as giddy as a schoolboy! 



 
Ebenezer: 
 
’tis the joyous dance of an independent step, carried out by the freest of wills. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Blessed freedom! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
There is freedom even if standing perfectly still; the dance is in one’s heart. 
 
Jacob: 
 
Beauteous sentiment, my friend! 
 
Bob: 
 
…’tis one realization that can hold the hearts and minds of a million men aloft. 
 
Tim: 
 
How true, father. And closer to heaven are we all, with each protestation. To hold 
Christmas in your hearts, as you both do, is to freely keep that power in your pockets… 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
… from which we take the keys by which the promised gates are thrown wide. ’tis not in 
festooned banquet halls we feast, nor coins we wish to count…. 
 
Bob: 
 
…but on the riches of precious hours, with loved ones and with friends, we wine and dine 
with all Yuletides and Shrovetides and whatever-tides, all rolled into one! 
 
Jacob: 
 
…tides as if with moonlight fueled, to help make merry daily, what on Earth we but once 
or twice a year could set aside. 
 
 
Ebenzer: 
 
…as for that headgear, Brother Yule, such might do to frighten an old codger as he takes 
his evening gruel, but it does not a wit more. 
 
(Ebenezer gestures to the bandage tied around Jacob’s head. Jacob reaches up to untie the 
knot. Before his hands touch the fabric, the knot undoes itself and the bandage is whisked 
up and off Marley’s head and sails away, as if caught in a rippling wind. The men watch 
as the bandage flutters up and away, like a bird. Jacob is astonished but instantly grasps 
the happy magic of the moment. The bandage disappears. Jacob shifts his jaw back and 
forth, as if adjusting and loosening it up) 
 



Ebenezer: 
 
(Watching the cloth fly) 
 
Now, who would have ever known a white and skittish head cloth to fly off like a bat, 
dotty as had it tumbled headfirst into Pan’s bath… 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Waving farewell to the head cloth) 
 
Cheerio, yon scrap! My creaking, leaking jaw is once more well bolted and oiled! 
 
(Turning back to Ebenezer) 
 
Oh, Scrooge, the stories I want to tell you, the thoughts I long to speak…. 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
To be sure, there is much to share. Your jaw will be enthusiastically employed and I give 
my word, I will listen for millennia, for time is on our side. But meantime, Jacob, let us 
finish here and seek out a crackling fire and two chairs in some friendlier place… 
 
Jacob: 
 
If heaven is what we make of it, then might there be found, perhaps, a cup of warm 
broth? 
 
(He shifts his jaw as if trying it out, gesturing as if drinking) 
 
I might rather enjoy taking a sip of something warm… something nice… 
 
Bob: 
 
Where we are bound, there are cups, nay, cauldrons of broth to thaw the creakiest 
collections of bones! 
 
Tim: 
 
Then as sailors we are off! Let us head for the saltiest shores of the soupiest seas for the 
benefit of our famished colleague. Cups of broth, cups of cheer… We will swim in the 
bounty of Heaven… 
 
Jacob: 
 
This room…the floor, it gives way…the drapes, they grow thin like the mist… 
 
Tim: 
 
Yes, it dissipates before our very eyes…. This room’s tenure is over. 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
And its lone tenant shall at long last fly his coop. 



 
Tim: 
 
(He picks up the lantern he held upon arrival) 
 
Come, gentlemen, onward ho, captain and first mates! Her majesty’s ship the Infinite 
Tureen sails straightaway, for the spark of the log in the hearth that bridges our horizons 
crackles in welcome, and we, my fellow travelers, have a new sailor to instate! 
 
(The men laugh) 
 
Bob: 
 
Friends; we must heed our captain. All hands on deck! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Farewell, dark corners, with glad heart I lay claim to your resident! Yes, Marley, let our 
hearth find new harbour… 
 
Tim: 
 
Hoist the sales, ye hearties! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
(He pauses, having noticed something amiss) 
 
A moment, Jacob. There is one more thing. When traveling the universe, a gentleman 
must be suitably garbed. 
 
(Scrooge and Marley walk together to the wardrobe, whose doors magically open one last 
time. The costumes of the spirits of Christmas have now disappeared and in their place is 
a fantastical, lighted coat, a pair of shoes and hat. This reveal is a costuming high point; 
the coat can be as over the top, magical and comical as desired: 
 
Imagine the jacket worthy of the court of Versailles, with kaleidoscopic buttons and 
glowing, neon trimmed lapels. Imagine its luminous satin lining, which lifts the long 
coattails in never-ending, otherworldly flourishes. 
 
Imagine brocade shoes adorned with bells and buckles, and a top hat with a brightly 
contrasting hatband, embellished with a sparkling sprig of holly. Upon the reveal, Jacob 
gasps, expressing giddy delight. Scrooge appears shocked, holding is head in his hands 
and shaking his head, as if overcome with the garishness of the ensemble, which is far 
beyond anything he expected to find) 
 
Jacob: 
 
Oh glory! What a beauteous sight! 
 
Scrooge: 
 
Mercy! 
 



Bob: 
 
Dear me! 
 
Tim: 
 
Uncle, I now see you were true to your source. The stories you told of Mr. Marley’s 
fashion penchants were not in the least bit over done! 
 
Jacob: 
 
A coat among coats! 
 
(Gushing) 
 
A prince among coats! Had every dream I have ever dreamt taken needle to thread in 
divine fabrication, then this would have been their manifestation! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
My, but the powers of your imagination have but painfully outdone themselves! 
 
Jacob: 
 
Glorious… what a most heavenly robe! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
(Laughing) 
 
How better to outfit a prodigal, old fop? 
 
(Ebenezer and Bob help Jacob into his new coat. Jacob shucks his old boots and dons the 
new shoes. He preens and bows to his friends in a humorous, theatrical display, who 
laughingly approve. Jacob places the hat atop his head and tips it to each of his friends, 
who return the gesture in playful deference) 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Striking a pose) 
 
I am truly and wondrously arrived! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
(Teasingly) 
 
I should have guessed as much! Redemption of the soul may yet lack a crossing over into 
the salvation of good taste… 
 
Jacob: 
 
Shall I lay this coat down, Sir, despite its pristine state? I will toss it as a rug over any 
muddied puddle for you, if that were to score a point or two… 



 
Ebenezer: 
 
Aye, this prized goose though newly feathered, is prepared to serve a dual role! 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Flapping his wings) 
 
I am at your service! 
 
Tim: 
 
(Interrupting the fun with urgency) 
 
Uncle Ebenezer, Jacob, come now! When winter dawns, the spectral fire of the infant sun 
is there but a few, precious minutes. We must go now! 
 
Bob: 
 
Mr. Scrooge, Mr. Marley! The time is nigh; this room fades as we jest… The lighted path 
is opened and we must cross the hearthstone before the portal is sealed again. Our stage 
will soon fail us and the plane of this existence will be wiped clean. We must be off! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Away then! Come, oh trussed one…. 
 
(Linking arms with Jacob. The two do a quick dance step together) 
 
Look, Jacob! The suns are stars and the stars are suns and all point to one great light! 
Foolish men, wise men, whatever we were, whatever we may yet be, we are now 
travellers and this, our winding sea. 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Stumbling) 
 
Aye, what’s this? I cannot keep a straight line! I am woozy of a sudden! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
’tis the good cheer, Old Blot, gone to your head! Broth you will have soon enough, but 
not without first having drunk of the chalice that by the Spirits is kept filled and in hand! 
Right yourself, man... keep new time…. 
 
(The men raise invisible glasses in a toast) 
 
Bob: 
 
Cheers to good cheer! 
 
Jacob and Ebenezer: 
 



Cheers to good cheer! 
 
(Jacob stumbles again, just a little) 
 
Jacob: 
 
Then joyously befuddled I hope forever to be. A best band of brothers from this day 
forward! 
 
Eb: 
 
Cheers, dear brothers, Sir Blot! Let us now, away! 
 
(The men toss their imaginary glasses over their shoulders with aplomb) 
 
Tim: 
 
*** (Tim holds the lantern high over his head, which glows with renewed strength. It will 
now illuminate their path to a new place of light and mirth) 
 
Away, mates! The Tides of Time beckon and so we cast off! 
 
Bob: 
 
Onward ho! Cheers one and all! 
 
(Linking arms with Ebenezer who then links arms with Jacob) 
 
Jacob & Ebenezer: 
 
Away! And Cheers! Away! 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Incredulous) 
 
… and to think; never to be alone again! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Ever again! 
 
Jacob: 
 
God bless it! 
 
Jacob, Tim, Ebenezer and Bob:  
 
…God bless us all, everyone! 
 
(The group turns to face the back wall, which either slides away or collapses to expose a 
dark void, where at the center shines a bright, flickering light. It is to represent to the 
eternal light, into which the men disappear) 
 



(The men sing the first stanza of the traditional carol, “I Saw Three Ships”) 
 
I saw three ships come sailing in, 
On Christmas day, on Christmas day! 
I saw three ships come sailing in, 
On Christmas day in the morning. 
 
(Their voices fade as they walk into the light. As the men fade from sight, the other cast 
members re-appear to finish the song, completing the second and third stanzas. The glow 
of Tim’s lantern, the last thing seen of the group, appears to merge with the dazzling 
light. A fter a moment of brilliance, the light is quickly extinguished as it sinks into the 
ground, as if it were a winter sun on a low arc, slipping beneath the horizon’s edge. 
 
A t that moment, snow begins to fall. Soft, pink-tinged illumination suggests sunrise. It is 
the first full day of winter; the longest night of the solstice has passed. A  street scene 
appears. Cast members dressed in wintery coats and gowns of the Edwardian era, in 
festive colors of the season, move about, greeting each other as they sing. Perhaps a man 
is carrying an armload of Christmas wreaths; perhaps a youth carries a basket of bread. 
Perhaps a few chorus members are carrying a length of evergreen garland, which they 
begin to drape along a fence. A  couple strolls arm in arm; a parent walks with his 
children; youngsters run amongst the crowd, playing in the snow) 
 
A ll sing: 
 
And all the bells on earth shall ring, 
On Christmas day, on Christmas day! 
And all the bells on earth shall ring, 
On Christmas day in the morning. 
 
 
And all the souls on earth shall sing, 
On Christmas day, on Christmas day! 
And all the souls on earth shall sing, 
On Christmas day in the morning. 
 
 
The End. 
 
Or…? 
 
Follows, Stave Final, an alternate  ending…. 
  



Stav e Final, A lternate Ending 
 
Tim:  
 
*** (Tim holds the lantern high over his head, which glows with renewed strength. It will 
now illuminate their path to a new place of light and mirth) 
 
Away, mates! The Tides of Time beckon and so we cast off! 
 
Bob: 
 
Onward ho! Cheers one and all! 
 
(Linking arms with Ebenezer who then links arms with Jacob) 
 
Jacob & Ebenezer: 
 
Away! And Cheers! Away! 
 
Jacob: 
 
(Incredulous) 
 
… and to think; never to be alone again! 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Ever again! 
 
Jacob: 
 
God bless it! 
 
Jacob, Tim, Ebenezer and Bob:  
 
…God bless us all, everyone! 
 
(The group turns to face the back wall, which either slides away or collapses to expose a 
dark void, where at the center shines a bright, flickering light. It is to represent to the 
eternal light, into which the men disappear. The men sing two stanzas of the traditional 
carol, “I Saw Three Ships”) 
 
I saw three ships come sailing in, 
On Christmas day, on Christmas day! 
I saw three ships come sailing in, 
On Christmas day in the morning. 
 
And all the bells on earth shall ring, 
On Christmas day, on Christmas day! 
And all the bells on earth shall ring, 
On Christmas day in the morning. 
 
(Their voices fade as they walk into the light. The glow of Tim’s lantern appears to 
merge with the dazzling light. A fter a moment of brilliance, the light is quickly 



extinguished as it sinks into the ground, as if it were a winter sun on a low arc at the 
horizon. Off stage, the full cast sings the final stanza) 
 
And all the souls on earth shall sing, 
On Christmas day, on Christmas day! 
And all the souls on earth shall sing, 
On Christmas day in the morning. 
 
(At that moment, snow begins to fall. Soft, pink-tinged illumination suggests the sunrise. 
It is the first full day of winter; the longest night of the solstice has passed. A  street scene 
appears. 
 
Cast members appear onstage, whose faces and hands are cloaked in randomly assigned 
green or purple stocking knit fabric so as to eliminate any suggestion of race or gender 
identity. They are dressed in drab colored, contemporary wintery clothing. 
 
Every adult cast member is carrying a cell phone as they move about. Every gaze is fixed 
on the handheld devices. No one speaks to or acknowledges anyone else’s presence. 
 
Two cast members walk as a couple. One cast member is carrying two large paper 
shopping bags, slung over one arm. One cast member has a child in tow, which follows 
the adult in silence. The child resists and stalls but is pulled along by the adult. One cast 
member is engaged in a confrontational exchange over the phone, but mouths his/her 
argument in silence. One adult is taking selfies and making a display of posing, clicking 
and posting on his/her phone. One adult is lying on the ground, holding a paper bag, from 
which a bottle can be seen. This cast member appears to fall asleep, dropping the bottle 
on the ground. One adult squats in a corner, holding a cup in hand and a cardboard sign in 
the other. These two cast members do not hold cell phones. 
 
The cast member with the shopping bags crosses the stage and pauses, setting the 
shopping bags down. Another cast member appears, dashes across the stage, grabs the 
shopping bags and exits at the opposite side. The “shopper,” engrossed on his/her phone, 
does not notice the theft and soon continues on his/her way. 
 
Next, an tall cast member steps onstage. He/she is not carrying a cell phone and is 
looking all around, repeatedly and with what appears to be great interest. This cast 
member is carrying a backpack. He/she pauses towards stage right, sets the backpack on 
the ground, and walks offstage. 
 
As this modern day street scene commences, Ebenezer Scrooge and Jacob Marley will 
have walked down an aisle and come to a standstill in front of the stage. They watch the 
street scene with the audience. 
 
As the cast member sets his/her backpack on the ground and begins to exit the scene, the 
two men address each other) 
 
Ebenezer: 
 
Well, Old Blot, what say you? If we do this, we will need to step things up a bit…. 
 
Jacob: 
 
A bit? Oh, Eb, I do not know. Where to begin? Where do we even start...? 
 



(As the stage empties, Jacob and Ebenezer exit to one side, shaking their heads. The stage 
goes dark. A  spotlight, zeroes in on the backpack, and soon goes dark as well). Curtain. 
 
The End. 
 


